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    In the era of online information, how to make good use of the internet to 
anti-corruption construction is an urgent task for the ruling party. Since the 18th Party 
Congress, the CPC Central Committee has attached great importance to online 
anti-corruption network construction and achieved remarkable results. The Work Plan 
of Anti-corruption of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China 
2013-2017 says that “The chief news websites should have special columns on 
anti-corruption with right guidance and upgrading public supervision mechanism”. 
Under the circumstances, the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection and 
Supervision has build up the three-dimensional communication medium, the website, 
client and WeChat public account since 2013. The online anti-corruption network 
construction of DIS has entered a new stage with comprehensive, rapid and continued 
development. But there are also problems on overall planning, standards and the 
insufficiency of laws and regulations etc.. 
Online anti-corruption network is the carrier of online anti-corruption. Its 
convenience and safety directly affects the efficiency of anti-corruption. This paper 
takes the online anti-corruption network construction of DIS in Putian as an example, 
analyzing its historical changes and the existing problems, explores the new path to 
improve the online anti-corruption with guiding significance. 
The logic structure of this thesis：The first chapter mainly introduces the research 
background, literatures at home and abroad, outlines and methods, innovations and 
shortcomings. The second chapter defines the concept of corruption, and online 
anti-corruption system. The third chapter summarizes the online anti-corruption 
network construction of DIS in Putian studying its historical changes, components and 
achievements; concludes the Enlightenment on online anti-corruption network 
construction. The fourth chapter analyzes the existing problems and the causes of the 
problems. The fifth chapter, on the basis of system theory, puts forward some 
suggestions to improve the online anti-corruption network in Putian from the 
perspectives of conception design, management system, personnel system and 
network functions. The last part is a brief summary of the conclusions and prospects.   
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